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Dr Nathan Urban, neuroscientist from Carnegie Mellon University, Pittsburgh, PA.  
Interview with NPR on June 17, 2014. !
“Even if you can't keep a beat, your brain can. When you concentrate, your brain 
produces rapid, rhythmic electrical impulses called gamma waves. When you 
relax, it generates much slower alpha waves. !
The internal cadences of the brain and nervous system appear to play an 
important role in everything from walking to thinking. Dr Urban claims that 
abnormal rhythms have been associated with problems, including 
schizophrenia, epilepsy, autism and Parkinson's disease. !
The rhythms of the brain begin with the electrical firing patterns of individual 
brain cells. Individual brain cells have an intrinsic frequency. Some cell types 
tend to fire as slowly as once a second, while others tend to fire more than a 
hundred times as fast. !
All those different beats in the brain could produce chaos. One reason they 
don't is that groups of brain cells synchronize when they need to get something 
done. So, for example, when a mouse is exploring a new place, cells begin firing 
together in areas of the brain involved in navigation and memory. !
Dr Urban has been studying how brain cells achieve this synchrony and has 
found evidence that it works a bit like a room full of people clapping their 
hands. At first, each person claps to his own beat. But if you ask them to clap 
together, they'll start listening to their neighbors and adjusting their rhythms 
until the claps are synchronized. !
Brain cells appear to do something very similar. There's still debate about why 
this synchronization takes place. But many scientists believe it's important, 
because they know that when any two cells fire together, the connections 
between them get stronger, a process that is critical to learning and memory.  
Cells that fire together, wire together.”  !
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Your Brain’s Got Rhythm & Syncs When You Think 
—National Public Radio, www.npr.org
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by V.J.A. Verlinden et al  
Excerpt from Alzheimer’s & Dementia (2014) !

In the Rotterdam Study (1990-2011), a population-
based study, researchers investigated the 
independent associations between cognitive 
domains and gait domains. Their research reveals 
that gait is not only a complex motor function, but 
a strong indicator of health. Poor gait is associated 
with higher mortality, morbidity, and risk of falling. 
Recent studies have shown associations of certain 
gait factors with brain function and that gait is 
heavily affected by age-related brain pathology. !
In the study 1,232 participants underwent 
cognitive and gait assessment. Cognitive 
assessment included memory, information 
processing speed, fine motor speed, and executive 
function. Gait was measured using normal walking, 
turning, and tandem walking (heel-to-toe). Gait 
assessment included 
• rhythm (cadence) 
• variability (stride length and stance time) 
• phases (the ratio between stable and instable 

walking time) 
• pace (stride length and speed) 
• tandem walking (heel-to-toe) 
• turning, and  
• base of support  !
Associations 
The study revealed three strong associations 
between cognitive and gait domains: 
• Information processing speed with rhythm 
• Fine motor speed with tandem walking 
• Executive function and attention with pace !
Suggestive associations were also found for: 
• Memory with pace and phases 
• Information processing speed with turning 
• Fine motor speed and executive function with 

variability !
Additionally, rhythm, variability, and pace were 
found to associate with cognitive decline. !!!

Conclusions 
Cognition and gait show a distinct pattern of 
association. These data accentuate the close, but 
complicated, relation between cognition and gait, 
and they may aid in unraveling the broader 
spectrum of the effects of brain aging. !
For full article:  
Cognition and gait show a distinct pattern of 
association in the ...  

—contributed by Katy Held 
Learning from the Heart, Ann Arbor, MI   !
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Robyn age 10.  
Diagnosed with Fragile-X Syndrome at age 9. 
Fragile-X is a genetic condition that causes a range 
of developmental problems including learning 
disabilities and cognitive impairment. While 
researching possible therapies, parents discovered 
Bal-A-Vis-X (BAVX). After an initial lengthy phone 
chat, the family drove two hours to my home 
studio. They were amazed after the first session 
and continue to support their daughter with BAVX 
to help her learn with more ease. Robyn is a 
beautiful, chatty, bright young girl, and Fragile-X 
certainly does not define her. She does, however, 
struggle at school, especially with short term 
memory, eye tracking, balance, and coordination. !
Fast forward one year. Robyn still attends a 
fortnightly BAVX session with me. She is now 
learning puppet arms without a pause, and creates 
some brain-tingling rhythmic patterns for me! 
Parents have taken two BAVX workshops.  !
Robyn will start high school in August 2018, and 
like many, her parents are anxious about her 
transition from primary to secondary education. 
They are, however, proactive and have arranged 
for Robyn’s high school to sponsor a BAVX 
workshop for teachers and a few parents. This is a 
local authority high school and will be the first in 
Scotland to support BAVX, so this is a big deal.  !

As the proverb goes 
 “Mighty oaks from little acorns grow.” !

—Jane Oliver, Scotland BAVX Instructor 

Cognition & Gait— 
a Distinct Pattern of Association

Insight from Scotland

https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S1552526013001362


Excerpt from Integrated Learning Strategies Learning 
Corner, ilslearningcorner.com  !

The first sensory system to fully develop in a child 
is the vestibular system (VS). This system controls 
our sense of balance and movement and shares 
sensory input from all other sensory systems.  The 
VS plays a superior role in a child’s awareness of 
the world and their ability to learn. !
Effects of Inadequate Stimulation 
Inactivity in children is associated with health risks 
of obesity, high blood pressure, and diabetes. An 
inadequately stimulated VS is associated with poor 
balance and poor motor skills due to an under-
stimulated proprioception system (sensory 
receptors in muscles and joints). With poor 
balance, a child may experience difficulty with 
posture, muscle tone, hand coordination, pencil 
grasp, speech articulation, sensory processing, 
spatial awareness, and anxiety. Such learning 
blocks may result in a child losing interest in 
school.  !
Research shows that working to improve balance 
and coordination skills can dramatically sharpen 
attention and learning skills in all children, 
particularly those with underdeveloped vestibular 
systems. Engaging in rhythmic, integrative physical 
activities aids in all aspects of a child’s education.  !
Dysfunction in Balance and Coordination  
can affect a child’s ability to visually track while 
reading, retain information, express ideas on 
paper, pay attention, or concentrate. If these skills 
remain underdeveloped, the ability to participate 
in activities ranging from academics to sports in 
high school is compromised.  !
Balance, whether developed naturally or through 
intervention, improves a child’s self-confidence to 
face learning challenges throughout life. !!

Static and Dynamic Balance  
The VS maintains two different types of balance. 
Static Balance, refers to the orientation of the body 
and head in relation to gravity. Static balance 
involves the ability to maintain head position in a 
relatively fixed position (being still). Inside the inner 
ear are two tiny structures that monitor the static 
equilibrium or balance of the body. Head move-
ments send sensory nerve messages along the 
vestibular nerve to the brain’s cerebellum that 
monitors the impulses and makes adjustments in 
muscle tension, eye movements, and head control. !
Dynamic Balance involves controlling the body and 
head as they move through space to maintain their 
orientation in response to sudden movements, like 
turning your head to look over your shoulder while 
running or looking up at the whiteboard then back 
down at your paper to copy notes from the 
teacher. These simple actions involve acceleration, 
deceleration and rotation. When an imbalance is 
detected, sensory impulses are sent along vestibu-
lar pathways to the brain to make adjustments via 
muscles to maintain balance. !
Stimulating the Vestibular System (VS) 
In her book, Smart Moves, Dr Carla Hannaford links 
the stimulation of the VS and brain function to a 
child’s development—and it begins in the womb. 
Fetal movement activates the VS. Crucial stimula-
tion continues as infants explore their environment 
through early reflexive movements to crawling to 
walking to running. Such experiences strengthen 
the balance system, train the brain to respond 
accurately to the environment, and develop the 
motor skills whose neuronal pathways are the 
building blocks for future learning.  !!
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Vestibular System— 
Stimulate to Coordinate

“Engaging in rhythmic, 
integrative physical activities 
aids in all aspects of  a child’s 

education.”

Bal-A-Vis-X 
Rhythmic Balance, Auditory, Vision eXercises !
• Strengthens eye muscles for tracking 

fitness 
• Instills ‘pause’ in brain-body system   
• Facilitates discovery of  internal rhythm 
• Requires full body coordination  
• Builds neural connections upon which to 

attach new learning 
• Promotes personal & social responsibility 
• Builds self-confidence

http://ilslearningcorner.com
http://ilslearningcorner.com/2016-04-vestibular-system-your-childs-internal-gps-system-for-motor-planning-and-attention/
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC3858645/
http://www.amazon.com/gp/product/0915556375/ref=as_li_tl?ie=UTF8&camp=1789&creative=9325&creativeASIN=0915556375&linkCode=as2&tag=wwwilslearnin-20&linkId=M4G6GSBG7HXAB4T2


 !
Bal-A-Vis-X: Balance, Auditory, Vision eXercises 
provides 1,000s of rhythmic midline crossings that 
enable the mind-body system to experience a state 
of integration. To confirm or schedule a workshop, 
contact Bill Hubert at: Bill@bal-a-vis-x.com !
Sessions : A (17hrs), B (20hrs), C (24hrs)  
Jan 27-28 A Oakland, CA  
Feb 3-4 A Arcata, CA 
Mar 8-10 B Spokane, WA 
Apr 6-7 A Fruitland, ID  
May 4-6 C Zabreznica, Slovenia  
May 11-13 C Frankfurt, Germany  
May 25-27 C Montreal, Canada 
5/31-6/2 C Houston, TX 
Jul 9-11 C Wichita, KS 
Jul 19-21 B Spokane Valley, WA 
July 23-25 C Ontario, OR !
BAVX by Jane Oliver, brightbrain-scotland.co.uk  
Feb 23-25 C Edinburgh, Scotland  
Mar 2-4 C Carcassone, France 
Apr 20-22 C Paris, France 
May 19-21 C Namur, Belgium 
Jun 1-3 C Trondheim, Norway 
Jun 22-24 C Toulouse, France !
  


A:  Foundation. Fundamental principles, rhythms, 
patterns. Modifications for special needs & elderly.  !

B:  Intermediate. Session A + intermediate exercises.   !
C:  Complete BAVX. A/B + advanced individual/

partner/group exercises + academic layering. !
A,B,C refers to length & content of trainings, not their 
order. You may take any training any time. !
   !!!!
2/9-11 A Spokane, WA.  Janet McDonald             
   www.nwbavxgrp.org                              !
2/16-17 B Baker City, OR. Nancy Ames          
   nancy@gantep.org                             !
3/9-11 B Frankfort, MI. MaryAnn Short            
   mobbi.ma@gmail.com                             
                      

3/17     5-Hr BAVX Circle. Berkeley, CA. Adv Skills req.      
  Shirley Kelley, skelley4100@yahoo.com                   !

3/23-24 A Oro Valley, AZ. Terry Tinney/Anne Wheaton         
  integratedstates.com                       !
4/6-7 & A Sacramento, CA. IN2GR8ED        
6/23-24 B Francis Norsworthy, Julie Leach,         
   Wayne Stevenson. bldgblox@comcast.net                              

!!!
Bags, Balls & Brains. Rochester, NY 
 Shirley Kelley—P, bags-balls-and-brains.com        !
Brainworks Plus. Long Island, NY   
 Emily Eisen—P/T, brainworksplus.com    !
Brightbrain. Scotland, UK. Jane Oliver—P/T, 
 brightbrain-scotland.co.uk     !
Creating Connections. New Hampshire, CT  
 Candi Cosgrove—P/T, candicosgrove.com     !
Deana Douglas—P/T, Phoenix, AZ 
   deana.bavx@hotmail.com   !
Hand-in-Hand Therapeutics. Modesto, CA 
 Wayne Stevenson—P, gangly45@yahoo.com     !
Innovative Connections. Salina, KS  
 Elizabeth Caselman, elizabethcaselman@usd305.com    
       

Institute for Kinesiology. Damme, Germany  
 Renate Wennekes, Dir,  ikl-kinesiologie.de     !
IN2GR8ED. Sac, CA. Francis Norsworthy/Julie Leach— 
 P/T, in2gr8ed.com     !
Integrated Brain. London, UK  
 Usha Patel—P, integratedbrain.co.uk    !
Integrated States. Tucson AZ. Terry Tinney/Anne  
 Wheaton—P/T, integratedstates.com     !
Learning from the Heart. Ann Arbor, MI   
 Katy Held—P/T, learningheart.com     !
MOBBI. Frankfort MI, MaryAnn Short—P/T 
 mobbi.ma@gmail.com     !
Northwest BAVX Group. Spokane, WA  
 Sheri Johnson—P/T. www.NWBAVXGRP.org    !
S’cool Moves. Camas, WA 
 DebraEm Wilson, founder  schoolmoves.com    !
Snapshots at jasonlove.com 

Regional BAVX Workshops

Resources  
BAVX Practitioner (P) Trainer (T)BAVX Training Schedule
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